The molecular clock: a focus on chronopharmacological strategies for a possible control of aminoglycoside renal toxicity
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Abstract: Chronotherapy applies biological rhythmicity in order to optimize clinical treatments, relating the dosing time of the drugs to the daily variations of their therapeutic and unwanted side effects due to the fluctuations in physiological processes involved in their pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacodynamics. The goal of chronotherapy is to administer treatments at the time of day that enhances both their effectiveness and tolerance. This review intends to (1) provide the theoretical rationale behind the use of aminoglycosides during extended interval schedule chronotherapy in clinical practice and (2) target the underlying molecular mechanisms of renal toxicity, the main unwanted side effect. Previous reports suggest that aminoglycoside therapy may benefit from a chronopharmacological approach. Temporal variations in the renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate and several clock-dependent molecular mechanisms contributing to the daily changes in electrolyte and water urinary excretion have been reported. Daily differences in aminoglycoside toxicity and kinetic disposition have been found in laboratory animals and human patients. Nephrotoxicity and renal cortical accumulation are higher when drugs are administered during the rest phase than during the active phase. Active translocation of aminoglycosides into renal cells is mediated by the megalin/cubilin receptor complex located at the luminal epithelial cell membrane. The complex regulation of this endocytic mechanism deserves further study, in order to dilucidate the molecular bases that may be involved in chronotherapeutic strategies developed for minimizing aminoglycoside accumulation in the renal cells, and thus, increasing their tolerance.
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Introduction
Chronobiology studies the biological rhythms that are exhibited by physiological, behavioral, and biochemical functions in living beings, including bacteria, plants, and animals, and the structures that are related to them. A great number of functions of living organisms display a circadian (about 24-hour) rhythm. Circadian rhythms are organized by a master time-keeper: the internal clock. In mammals, this internal clock is located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei, and is synchronized to the environment primarily by the daily light–dark cycle. The molecular basis of circadian rhythms involves several interlocking transcriptional/translational feedback loops which induce the rhythmic expression of a set of clock-genes (BMAL, CLOCK, PER 1, PER 2, CRY 1, CRY 2, Rev-er, Rev-erbα, Rev-erbβ) and related clock-controlled genes (Dbp, Avp). The master central pacemaker synchronizes peripheral clocks, located in different tissues (liver, kidneys, lungs, heart, gastrointestinal tract). However, the primary synchronizer of these peripheral clocks is the feeding schedule (food-trained
peripheral oscillators), making possible the desynchronization of both central and peripheral clocks.7-10

Variability in the pharmacological response of medication may be the cause of therapeutic failure or result in the development of adverse effects. When the biological rhythms are included in the pharmacological studies, a new source of variability may be identified: the biological time. Chronopharmacology studies two aspects of drug administration: (1) the influence of the dosing time on the pharmacological response and (2) the effect of the drug on the biological rhythms, as the disturbance of the biological rhythms is currently considered an adverse effect.11-13 Biological time may affect the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of drugs, and thus, the pharmacological action. Chronokinetics and chronodynamics (chronoeesthesia) include in the experimental procedure the relevance of biological time, and identify the modifications in drug disposition or pharmacological effects, respectively, that may be due to the effects of biological rhythms on the involved physiological processes. The assessment of chronopharmacological changes require considerable effort, as experiments must be done at least in duplicate, in order to identify time of day-related changes, however, several studies have been reported.12,13

Chronokinetics rationale is based on the influence that the circadian oscillations have on several processes such as the absorption, distribution, elimination, and excretion of drugs, thus, the time of day that the drug is administered may produce different drug concentrations, even if the same dosing level is used. The identification of chronokinetic variations in therapeutic drugs is especially relevant when the desired effects are closely related to the drug concentrations, ie, antimicrobial agents.14 Chronodynamics is based on the circadian rhythms exhibited by receptors,15 thus affecting number and/or affinity of binding sites, leading to changes in the drug response. Chronotherapy applies a chronopharmacological approach to optimize clinical treatments, basing the dosing regimen on, if present, the daily variations of the pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamic behaviors of the drug, and the temporal variations of the frequency and intensity of the pathophysiologic symptoms, administering the drug at the time that enhances both its effectiveness and tolerance.

The purpose of this review is to provide the theoretical rationale for a chronoptimized approach when using aminoglycosides in clinical practice, considering the molecular mechanisms underlying their renal toxicity.

**Chronotherapy: avoiding unwanted side effects**

Aminoglycoside antibiotics, including gentamicin, tobramycin, neomycin, and isepamicin, are antimicrobial agents that exhibit bactericidal activity against some Gram-positive cocci, such as staphylococci, and Gram-negative bacilli such as *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Enterobacteriaceae*. Antibacterial activity of aminoglycosides depends on high peak plasma concentrations, as they are concentration-dependent antibiotics.14 The mechanism of action of aminoglycosides is based on the high affinity for prokaryotic ribosomal RNA that these drugs possess, impairing bacterial protein synthesis and producing defective proteins that will ultimately lead to bacterial death.16 Aminoglycosides enter Gram-negative bacteria by crossing the outer membrane by means of an energy-dependent electron transporter.16 Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside that is useful in clinical practice, however, oto- and renal toxicities are the main limitations to its frequent use, and previous studies have related kidney lesions to high drug plasma concentrations during prolonged therapy.17 Gentamicin cytotoxicity produces extensive tubular damage and may induce serious adverse effects.18

It has been suggested that the once daily administration of gentamicin reduces the risk of developing nephrotoxicity over the two or three times daily administration in neonate,19 adult,20 and geriatric21 patients, probably related to the saturable mechanisms that transfer aminoglycosides into the proximal renal tubular epithelial cells.20 This extended interval schedule may benefit from a chronotherapeutic approach, and the possible variations in the drug behavior related to the dosing time deserves exploration.

Several studies have demonstrated that time of administration may affect gentamicin-,22-26 tobramycin-,27-29 and isepamicin-30,31 induced toxicity in rats.32-33 Nephrotoxicity, evaluated by the excretion of renal enzymes (N-acetyl-β-D-glucosaminidase and β-galactosidase), cortical and tubular cell lesions, blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine level, and creatinine clearance, was maximal when the aminoglycoside was injected in the resting (day) compared to activity (night) phase in rats.22-31 This temporal variation was modified by the feeding time, renal toxicity being maximal when the drug was injected during the fasting period.23-25 Similar daily differences in aminoglycoside toxicity have been reported in human patients. Renal toxicity was more frequently observed when gentamicin or tobramycin were injected once daily during the night (rest) periods to patients with...
severe infections, when compared with early and late activity periods, even though no significant differences were found in peak or trough drug levels.34 This lack of difference in the disposition of the antibiotics may be related to the febrile status of the patients. It has been reported that fever erases diurnal variations in netilmicin excretion after its intravenous administration to severely infected human patients, probably due to the fever-induced changes in glomerular filtration.35 Using data previously obtained from human patients that had been treated with amikacin and developed renal toxicity, Rougier et al16 modelized aminoglycoside nephrotoxicity. The model developed showed that nephrotoxicity was lowest when the antibiotics were administered in the middle of the active period.

Even though the mechanisms underlying these temporal variations are not fully elucidated, the pharmacokinetics of the drug may play an important role. Aminoglycosides are excreted mainly unchanged by the kidney, and accumulation of these antibiotics in the renal tubular cells is the main factor that determines their nephrotoxicity. Temporal variations in glomerular filtration and other renal functions may account for the lower drug elimination during the rest phase, producing higher renal accumulation and toxicity.77–41 A daily rhythm in the disposition of gentamicin, with significantly higher plasma and renal concentrations after its administration during the rest time in rats, has been reported previously.22,23 Similarly, dosing-time dependent variations on pharmacokinetic parameters have been described for tobramycin after its intravenous administration to rats. The area under the disposition curve was significantly smaller and clearance was significantly higher after its administration during the active phase. Tobramycin concentrations in the renal cortex were significantly lower during the activity phase, producing higher renal accumulation and toxicity.37–41 In fact, the presence of clock genes has been demonstrated in rodent kidneys. The expression of BMAL1, CLOCK, PER 1, PER 2, and CRY 1 exhibits robust circadian rhythms in the kidneys of rats. This rhythmicity is affected by both the light/dark and feeding schedules, in a gene-specific pattern.45 The clock-controlled gene Dhp shows a clear circadian expression in the distal convoluted and collecting ducts of mouse kidneys.46 Congruently, a circadian fluctuation has been reported for several excretory renal mechanisms.57 The key regulator of Na+ reabsorption in the nephron distal portion is the epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC). The importance of the clock gene PER 1 in the transcriptional regulation of ENaC in the renal tissues has recently been reported.48 PER 1
deficient mice showed a significant decrease in ENaC mRNA levels compared with wild type control mice. Moreover, the 24-hour expression profile of ENaC mRNA exhibited a strong circadian pattern that was altered in PER 1 deficient mice, suggesting that the circadian clock regulates, at least partially, the ENaC mRNA expression in mice kidney.48 A previous study has demonstrated that genes ubiquitin specific protease Usp2 and glucocorticoid induced leucine zipper Gilz (Tsc 22d3) involved in the regulation of transepithelial Na transport showed temporal differences in mice, fitting a 24-hour rhythm.46 The transmembrane protein Na+/H+ exchanger NHE3 plays a major role in mediating the Na+/H+ transporting activity in the proximal convoluted tubules and Henle’s loop. It has been demonstrated that, in the mice kidney, NHE3 gene is transcriptionally controlled by clock genes PER 1 and PER 2, BMAL1, and CLOCK.49 Moreover, a circadian rhythm is clearly observed in both NHE mRNA and protein levels in the mice thick ascending and thin descending limbs of Henle’s loop.50 Similarly, a circadian rhythm was identified in the expression of genes codifying vasopressin V2 and aquaporin aqup-4 receptors, both involved in the renal homeostasis of water and sodium.46

Melatonin is a hormone cyclically produced, as the result of a well-characterized mechanism of inhibition and stimulation of its synthesis mediated by the retinal photoreceptors, which send information to the pineal gland about the diurnal changes of light intensity.51 Daily rhythms in melatonin production may synchronize several behavioral and physiological processes, transmitting photoperiodic signals to peripheral clocks.1 In vitro studies, using Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells, suggest that melatonin regulates the water transport mediated by the intercalated cells of the renal cortical collecting ducts. Thus, melatonin synchronizes kidney cell physiology with the photoperiod, resulting in maximal water transport from the apical to the basolateral membrane at night, simultaneously with the nocturnal rise of the hormone.52 In addition to the well-known role of melatonin in the synchronization of the biological clock, this hormone may play a unique role in the prevention of aminoglycoside nephro- and ototoxicity.53–55 It has been previously reported that gentamicin induces oxidative stress at both renal and vestibular cells in laboratory animals, and that the generation of high levels of reactive oxygen radical species (ROS) may be involved in the aminoglycoside toxicity.53–56 Melatonin significantly protected against gentamicin-induced renal injury53,54 and auditory56,57 tissue injury, due to its highly efficient free radical scavenger function and anti-apoptotic properties.

The presented data strongly suggest that all the above mentioned molecular mechanisms contribute to the daily changes in electrolyte and water urinary excretion. Similar circadian variations may be found on the renal excretion of some xenobiotics, as temporal profiles of gene expression levels in mice distal nephron segments and collecting ducts revealed the existence of diurnal expression changes for genes belonging to the superfamily of solute organic compound carriers (Slc 6a9, Slc 6a6, and Slc 8a1) and to genes of several enzymes involved in the phase I and phase II metabolism of xenobiotics and other lipophilic compounds.46 These genes exhibited their maximal expression at the beginning of the activity period, thus demonstrating the anticipatory advantage of circadian rhythmicity.

Daily oscillations in aminoglycoside disposition due to temporal variations in the hemodynamic function of the kidney may not be the only biological mechanism involved in the different day/night nephrotoxicity of these drugs. There is an aspect that has yet to be studied, and it refers to the molecular mechanisms regulating the intracellular translocation of these drugs at the renal site. Even though aminoglycosides are freely filtered in the renal glomeruli, an endocytic mechanism mediates the translocation into the renal epithelial cell of a small percentage of the drug. Recent studies58–60 have demonstrated that the endocytic multiligand complex megalin/cubilin, located at the luminal surface of the proximal tubular cells, is involved in the uptake of a wide variety of compounds from the glomerular filtrate, such as albumin, vitamin D-binding protein and retinol-binding protein, and xenobiotics including aminoglycosides61,62 and radiolabeled peptides.63 Megalin is a transmembrane glycoprotein that belongs to the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor family. Cubilin is a peripheral protein, lacking transmembrane and intracellular segments, anchored to the plasma membrane.59,64 Both receptors colocalize in the epithelial cells of the renal proximal tubule. Megalin represents the major pathway of aminoglycoside accumulation in the kidney, mediating their transfer to the lysosomes of the proximal tubular cell.18,61,62 Moreover, it has been demonstrated that megalin-deficient mice are protected from renal gentamicin accumulation.65 The mechanisms modulating the expression and activity of megalin are not yet completely dilucidated. Several compounds regulate megalin mRNA level expression, as retinoic acid, vitamin D, angiotensin II, bile acids,57 and the nuclear receptor transcriptional factor peroxisomal proliferator-activated receptor (PPARα).68 Megalin folding is controlled by the specialized chaperones receptor associated protein (RAP) and mesodermal development candidate
(MESD), and the cytosolic adaptor protein Dab2 and the glycogen synthase kinase-type 3 (GSK3) are also important in megalin expression and trafficking. This complex regulatory mechanism may exhibit circadian rhythmicity in one or more of its steps, thus conferring temporal differences to megalin availability and/or functionality. There is emerging evidence of the existence of clear connections between the molecular mechanisms of the mammalian circadian clock and several nuclear receptors. In fact, experiments performed with human and monkey kidney cells suggest that PPARs and clock genes cross regulate each other at the transcription level. A reciprocal regulation between PPARs and clock genes has been shown in peripheral tissues. CLOCK/BMAL1 regulates the circadian expression of PPARα whereas PPARγ affects transcription of BMAL1. A circadian regulation by clock protein PER 2 repressing PPARγ trancriptional activity has been described for lipid metabolism. PPARγ mRNA is expressed in an oscillatory pattern in Caco2 cells. In mouse liver, the expression profile of PPARs showed a clock-dependent circadian expression, this is in turn reflected by the circadian oscillations of the PPAR-dependent fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21). Diurnal variation of mouse liver PPARα is abolished in clock-mutant mice. A circadian rhythmicity was found for the PPARα expression in white and brown adipose tissue in liver, but not in skeletal muscle, of mice. This rhythm is tissue-specific, with different peak levels in brown adipose tissue, white adipose tissue, and liver.

To the author’s knowledge, studies describing 24-hour megalin temporal levels have not been reported. However, megalin belongs to the LDL-receptor family and thus, it may display circadian rhythmicity at the mRNA, protein expression, or functional activity levels. In a previous study, hepatic LDL-receptor activity exhibited its maximum at the onset of darkness, in accordance with the food intake, whereas the minimum value was observed during the light period. Congruently, mice exhibited clear rhythmicity in liver Ldlr gene expression; this rhythmicity was abolished in clock-mutant mice. Moreover, (NHE)3, whose transcription is clock-controlled, exists in the apical membrane of the proximal renal tubule as a molecular complex in association with megalin.

Final considerations

Taken together, the previous studies hereby described suggest that many physiological renal functions display a circadian rhythm at least at mRNA expression levels, and some of these different temporal patterns are also expressed at the functional activity level. There is extensive evidence, albeit in non-renal tissues, reporting circadian rhythms in PPARα and PPARγ, a known modulator of megalin. In addition, hepatic LDL receptors express daily rhythms. Based on the molecular mechanisms underlying the cellular uptake of aminoglycosides in the kidney, megalin activity can be a critical factor contributing to aminoglycoside-induced renal toxicity. If the renal LDL receptor megalin expresses daily oscillations, as happens in the liver, it may be at least partially involved in the temporal variations of aminoglycosides nephrotoxicity. Further studies on megalin and cubilin activity during a circadian cycle should clarify this assumption, and the time of administration may be one factor to consider in reducing the incidence of unwanted side effects from aminoglycoside.
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